
‘Element’
Western Australian marine kitset specialist
Global Marine Design (GMD) has recently
unveiled the crew and passenger transfer
catamaran ‘Element’ for marine services
provider Bhagwan Marine.

The 21.65 metre x 6.4 metre craft is
powered by a pair of MTU 10V engines,
each rated for 900kW and coupled to
KaMeWa 45A3 water jets. This engine
package rockets ‘Element’ to a top speed of
over 31 knots, and was described by GMD
as a “genuine 32 knot catamaran”.

“But far more than just having sprint
speed, the load carrying and cruising

characteristics of this refined hull take this
vessel into the next level of jet work boat
performance,” the company commented.

Based on GMD’s highly successful ‘Sea
Stryder’ jet catamaran concept, the vessel
was supplied to the builder’s yard as a 
flat-pack router cut aluminum kitset, with a
short lead-time to accelerate the build
process and ensure a fast delivery
timeframe for the owners. The GMD team
set about re-designing the bow to create
increased bow volume and finer waterline
entry angles. The resulting hull is
“astonishingly dry”, with good reserve

buoyancy and a ride described
by GMD’s Gavin Mair as “sliding
down a silk highway”.

On board, the vessel features a generous
deck lounge and well-appointed galley,
which moves outside to the very large 
and tough aft deck work platform.
Comfortable crew accommodation can 
be found below decks, whilst the large 
and open wheelhouse provides excellent 
all round vision and generous space for
survey stations.

Achieving the full functional
requirements of an NSCV class 1B 
vessel with 36 passengers, along 
with excellent cargo and ‘work mode’
attributes, the resulting vessel is a
combination of refined design and a very
high standard of engineering installation
by the builder.
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GLOBAL MARINE DESIGN’S LATEST 
DELIVERY BURSTS OUT OF THE BLOCKS

‘‘Element’’
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

Type of vessel:

Classification:

Port of registry:

Owner:

Operator

Designer:

Builder:

Construction material:

Length overall:

Beam:

Draught:

Depth:

Displacement (full load): 

Deadweight:

Main engines:

Gearboxes: 

Propulsion: 

Generators: 

Side thrusters: 

Maximum speed:

Cruising speed:

Electronics supplied by:

Radar:

Depth sounder:

Radios:

Autopilot:

Compass:

GPS:

Plotters:

AIS:

Crane:

Liferafts: 

Type of fuel:

Fuel capacity:

Freshwater capacity:

Accommodation:

Crew:

Passengers:

OSV/Crew, supply vessel

1B, 1C, 2B

Geraldton

GAP Marine, WA

Bhagwan Marine, WA

Global Design, WA

Xtreme Marine, WA

Aluminium

21.65 metres

6.4 metres

0.90 metres

2.42 metres

57 tonnes

14.3 tonnes

2 x MTU 10V2000M72;
each 900kW

2 x ZF3000

2 x KaMeWa 45A3 
water jets

2 x Kohler K25 25kVA

2 x Side Power 300 26kW
(per hull)

31 knots

25 knots

Geraldton Marine
Electronics

Furuno Navnet DRS4D 

Furuno Navnet DFF1

3 x ICOM VHF, 
Barrett 2050 HF

Simrad AP70

SC50 Satellite Compass

Furuno Navnet

Furuno Navnet

Furuno FA-50 Class B

Palfinger PC3300

2 x 25-pax RFD

Diesel

10,600 litres

950 litres

8 berths

4

46
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Greg Brown, Anthony Pirrotina and
Peter Brown formed GAP Marine to
provide this purpose-built jet vessel for
Bhagwan’s fleet, which now exceeds 70
vessels. Whilst GMD had previously
produced some 15 vessel concepts for
Bhagwan, this new vessel saw a “whole
new approach with design knowledge
gained from over 25 years of creating
custom vessels”. With Peter Brown as the
project manager and Peter Ellis of Xtreme
Marine as the builder, the final craft is a
quiet, comfortable and smooth operator. 

For further information contact:
Global Marine Design, Western Australia.
Email: sales@marinekits.com
Web: www.marinekits.com

The vessel features a generous deck lounge and
well-appointed galley that moves outside to a large
aft deck work platform.

Below deck, access to the main engines for
maintenance and repair is possible thanks to the
spacious layout of the hull interiors




